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Abstract For the initial-boundary value problem for a non-homogeneous linear para- 

bolic differential equation with time-dependent coefficients, the discretization in time by the 

backward Euler method is considered. The method is shown to be convergent of first or- 

der even for rough data. Attention is directed, in particular, to estimates of the appearing 

constants as well as to restrictions on the step size in dependence on the problem’s parame- 

ters. In addition, the temporal discretization of the incompressible Stokes problem and the 

dependence of the error on the Reynolds number is analysed. 
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1 Introduction 

Considering approximations of fluid flow problems, we are concerned with the search for optimal 

error estimates under suitable assumptions. As the fluid flow is mainly described by the Reynolds 

number Re, the dependence of the error on it is of essential importance. 

Let Q C R¢,d € {2,3}, bea bounded domain with locally Lipschitz continuous boundary 00. 

The non-stationary, isothermal motion of a viscous, incompressible, homogeneous Newtonian 

fluid neglecting nonlinear phenomena can be modelled by the initial-boundary value problem 

uz(a,t) — Re“! Au(a,t) + Vp(a,t) = f(a,t), V-u(2,t)=0 in Ox (0,7), 

u(z,t)=0 on 02x (0,T], u(-,0)=uo in Q, 

where u denotes the velocity vector, p the quotient of pressure and constant density, and f a 

specific force. 

We have studied the simplest temporal discretization by means of the backward Euler scheme 

and asked for quantitative error estimates for rough initial data and right hand side. However, 

this problem can be embedded in the more general context of quantitative smoothing error 

estimates for general linear parabolic problems. 

From the general result we shall present in this paper, it immediately follows for the error 

e” between the exact and the time-discrete velocity at time t, = nAt 

n 

tne” [32 + Re“ At > || Vtje7l|}2 < (4A)? (\luollZ2 + Re [lf llf2e.ry4-1) + Re lltfell32@r4u-0) - 
j=l 

This shows that the dependence on Re is exactly the same as in usual stability estimates for the 

exact solution, the term with tf; excepted. 

We now turn to general parabolic problems. Due to a lack of the solution’s regularity, 

unrealistic assumptions on the problem’s data or having hardly realizable restrictions on the 

discretization parameter, standard error estimates may fail. For parabolic problems, higher 

regularity corresponds to compatibility conditions on the initial values and right hand side, cf. 

WLOKA [9], TEMAM [7]. In the appearance of additional constraints, as the divergence free 
constraint in the incompressible Stokes or Navier-Stokes problem, higher compatibility is hard 

to verify and mostly violated, cf. HEywoop [3] , TEMAM [7].



Therefore, we ask for so-called smoothing error estimates that take advantage of the parabolic 

smoothing property and hold even for rough data. However, only strongly A-stable (or G- 

stable) time discretizations seem to profit by this smoothing, cf. the summarizing work by 

FusITa/SuzukKI [1] (esp. the résumé in Theorem 18.1). Besides the question of regularity, 

appearing constants as well as restrictions on the step size and their dependence on the problem’s 

parameters have to be quantified for having relevant estimates. 

We shall derive a quantified smoothing a priori error estimate for the implicit Euler scheme 

approximating an initial-boundary value problem for a linear parabolic equation with time- 

dependent coefficients in an abstract setting. The analysis restricts itself to the temporal dis- 

cretization and is independent of a possible spatial approximation. The error estimated will be 

of order O(At/t) in norms natural for the problem. 

The same order of convergence has been obtained by HUANG/THOMEE [4] and LUSKIN/RAN- 

NACHER [5] in similar situations: The first authors consider abstract parabolic problems, though 

with homogeneous right hand side and without having a stronger look to the appearing con- 

stants and step size bounds. They employ an elliptic auxiliary problem for estimating the error 

in the dual norm. LUSKIN/RANNACHER [5] firstly consider a spatial finite element approxima- 
tion of a scalar second-order parabolic partial differential equation and afterwards the temporal 

discretization. The underlying bilinear form is assumed to be strongly positive. For the estimate 

of the error in the dual norm, a ” backward in time” parabolic duality argument is used. For ho- 

mogeneous right hand side, their analysis results also in the order O(At/t). For vanishing initial 

values but non-homogeneous right hand side, the error is shown to be of order O(AtIn(1/At)) 
whenever the right hand side is in C({0, 7]; L”). 

Our analysis relies on energy methods and duality arguments, too. Thus, there is no need 

to assume the self-adjointness of the underlying differential operator. Instead of being strongly 

positive, it suffices to assume that the bilinear form satisfies a Garding inequality. Moreover, we 

cover non-homogeneous initial values and right hand side. By means of a priori estimates for 

the exact solution, we prove, under suitable assumptions, the regularity required by the error 

estimate. 

Attention is directed to the appearing constants and restrictions on the time step size that 

arise essentially from the application of a discrete Gronwall lemma. We show explicitly the 

dependence of the constants on the problem’s parameters. 

The discrete Gronwall lemma we use will be in difference form, which gives a more general 

but also simpler statement than the sum versions known from the literature. 

For estimating the error in the dual norm, we firstly use the elliptic auxiliary problem by 

HuANG/THOMEE [4] and alternatively a parabolic duality argument similar to the one used by 

LUSKIN/RANNACHER [5]. 

2 Main result 

By R, we denote the real numbers whereas Rg denotes the nonnegative real numbers. Let V 

be a separable, reflexive, real Banach space with norm ||- || and H be a separable, real Hilbert 

space with inner product (-,-) and induced norm |-|. The dual space of V is denoted by V* and 

equipped with the usual dual norm ||f||« := sup,cy\so}(f.v)/|lvl], where (-,-) denotes the dual 

product between V* and V. Due to the reflexivity of V, (-,-) is also the dual pairing between 

V =V™*™ and V%, and in this sense symmetric. 

Furthermore, V is assumed to be dense and continuously embedded in H. Identifying H 

with its dual, H will be dense and continuously embedded in V*. Thus, V, H, and V* form 

an evolutional (Gelfand) triple, and the dual pairing is the extension of the inner product in 

HT. Owing to the continuous embeddings, there is a constant a > 0 s. t. Poincaré-Friedrichs 

inequalities hold: 

Jv] <allel] VoeV, |loll.< alo] Vor A. (2.1)



For a time interval [0,7] C Rg, let L7(0,7;V) be the set of Bochner measurable functions 
uw: [0,7] > V with |lulli2@r.y) = Jo llu(s)|?ds < 00, and W(0,T;V) := {u € L°0,T;V) : 
u’ € L?(0,T;V*)} equipped with the graph norm. With u’, the derivative in the distributional 

sense is meant. By C([0,7];H) with ||ulle(o,r;4) ‘= SUPsejo,r]|u(s)|, we denote the Banach 
space of continuous functions u : [0,T] > H. By interpolation, the continuous embedding 

W(0,T;V) © C([0, 7]; H) holds true, cf. GAJEWSKI/GROGER/ZACHARIAS [2], WLOKA [9]. 

For any t € [0,7], let a(t;-,-): V x V > R bea (uniform in time) continuous bilinear form 

satisfying (uniformly in time) a Garding inequality and being continuously differentiable with 

respect to t. The derivative is denoted by a; and is assumed to be a (uniform in time) continuous 

bilinear form, too. Thus, we have constants pp > 0, 6 > 0, (: > 0, & > 0, independent on ¢, s. t. 

for all ¢ € [0,7] and for all u, ve V 

a(t;v,v) > pllvl)? —#|v|?, la(tsu,v)| <8 |u| loll, lar(tsu,0)| < Belle jell. (22a) 

The form a(t;-,-) is said to be strongly positive iff « = 0 can be chosen. Without loss of 

generality, we may assume ps < a7« if & > 0. Otherwise, a(t;-,-) would be strongly positive with 

a constant Zi = 1 — a? > 0 due to (2.1). 

For the skew-symmetric part of a(t;-,-), we shall assume 

|a(t; u,v) — a(t;v,u)| < cllull [o| Vu,u € V,t € [0,7] (2.2b) 

with some constant c > 0. This allows us to prove the solution’s regularity we need, see 

Proposition 7. For a usual second-order differential operator, (2.2b) is fulfilled. 

With a(t; -,-), we associate for each ¢ € [0,7] a linear operator A(t) : V > V* via (A(t)u, v) = 
a(t;u,v) for all u, v € V. Actually, A(t) is the energetic extension of the underlying differential 

operator. In addition, we have linear operators A’(t) via (A’(t)u,v) = az(t; u,v). 

We consider the weak formulation of the initial-boundary value problem for a linear parabolic 

equation in the time interval [0,7] that can be written as 

Problem (P) For given uo € H and f € L?(0,T;V*), find u € W(0,T;V) s. t. 

(u'(t),v) +a(t;u(t),v) = (f(#),v) Yu eV, ae. in (0,T], 

u(0) = uo. 

The Stokes problem fits into this context by the following observations: Let H and V be the 

solenoidal function spaces 

Al {ve L(Q)4: V-v=0 in H'(Q), yu=0 in H-'?(a0)}, 

V {ve Hj(Q)4: Viv=0 n (Q)}, 

where Yn is the trace operator mapping from {v € L?(Q)4: V-v € L?(Q)} onto H-'/?(aQ) with 

Ynv = (v-N)\aq for all smooth v. By n, we denote the outer normal on 0Q. Furthermore, L?(Q) 

denotes the usual Lebesgue space with its natural inner product and norm (denoted by | - |), 
and Hé(Q) is the usual Sobolev space normed by || - || = |V- |. With a(t;-,-) independent on ¢ 
and defined by a(u,v) = Re! (Vu, Vv) for u, v € V, Problem (P) then is the weak formulation 

for the Stokes problem with eliminated pressure. The constants are pp = Re7!, 8 = p, and 

k = PB, = c = 0. The constant a ~ diam 2 comes from the Poincaré-Friedrichs inequality for 

H}(Q) @ L?(Q). Moreover, A is the energetic extension of the classical Stokes operator, i. e. 

A = —yPA where P : L?(Q)4 “3 H is the ortho-projector of the Weyl decomposition. For 

more details see e. g. TEMAM [6]. 
Problem (P) possesses a unique solution u € W(0,T;V) © C([0,7];H). Therefore, the 

initial condition makes sense, cf. GAJEWSKI/GROGER/ZACHARIAS [2], WLOKA [9]. The at this



used fact that u! € L?(0,T; V*) relies on the linearity of the problem and is not trivial: For the 

three-dimensional Navier-Stokes equation, only u! € L‘/3(0,T;V*) holds true. In addition to 

uo € H, f € L?(0,T;V*), we shall assume 

tf € L7(0,T;V), tf! € L°(0,T;V*). (2.3) 

Thus, we have tf € C([0, 7]; H). However, the assumption tf € L?(0,T7;V) can be replaced by 

Vtf € L7(0,T; A). 
We remark that we need no assumptions on the dimension of V and H. Both could be 

finite dimensional. This is of particular interest if the differential equation is firstly discretized 

in space and afterwards in time. For the spatial semi-discretization, a conformal finite element 

method can be used. For more details, we refer to LUSKIN/RANNACHER [5], THOMEE [8], 

FusiTa/SuzuKI [1], and the references cited there. 

We now consider the discretization in time by means of the backward Euler method based 

upon an equidistant distribution of the time interval [0,7]. Let N be a given positive integer and 

At =T/N, tn = nAt, u” ~ u(tn) for n = 0,1, ..., N. For any x”, we will use the abbreviation 

£” := thx”. The method under consideration is then defined as 

Problem (P,;) For given ug € H and {f"}4_, CV*, find {u™}*_, CV s. t. 

1 
qn —u",v) +a(tryju'ttv) = (f"tte) WweVv,n=0,1,...,N-1, 

ue = Uuo0- 

We shall use the natural restriction 

1 fin 
fr= At , f(t) dt. (2.4) 

n—-1 

Due to the main theorem on monotone operators by Browder and Minty, Problem (Pa+) 

has a unique solution if (-,-) + Ata(t;-,-) is strongly positive on V. For this, we may assume 

KAt < 1, or wAt + a7(1 — KAt) > 0 if kAt > 1. Both relations represent bounds on the step 

size. Since p< a’k if & #0 by assumption, (Paz) is uniquely solvable for 

N> («-4)r. (2.5) 

This bound here is somewhat weaker than the restriction KAt < 1. 

For the implicit Euler method, which is supposed to be convergent of first order, standard 

error estimates require u, u’ € L?(0,T;V), u” € L?(0,T;V*) (and hence u € C([0,T];V), 

u' € C([0, T]; H)) but this is mostly unrealistic: Higher regularity is equivalent to conditions on 

the compatibility of the data and relies on the search for the ”best” space in which u(t) > uo 

as t + 0, cf. WLOKA [9], TEMAm [7]. Here, f, f’ € L7(0,T7;V*) (and thus f € C([0, 7]; V*)), 

uo € V, and u’(0) := f(0) — A(O)uo € H would be required. 

However, in virtue of the so-called parabolic smoothing property, the solution to a parabolic 

problem is smooth whenever ¢ > 0, even for rough data. So, as we will show in Proposition 7, 

tu’ € L?(0,T;V), tu” € L?(0,T;V*) holds true rather than u’ € L?(0,T7;V), wu” € L?(0,T; V*). 

Our main result will be 

Theorem 1 Let u and {u"}, resp., be the solution to (P) and (Paz), resp., Then for the error 

e" := ul(tn) —u", n=1, 2,..., N, it holds 

-1 2 
wat ‘412 — 2(At)” o¢ HAE Sy itty < UAB? ot), peat &, Wine IP <   ine”? + 

tn tn 

x (Aluo? +B fer inat+c |” e*eF"e)[Rat) (2.6 
0 0 

4



i) if & =0 (strongly positive case) or At < 1/2, and 

wl > 0° (68 +. 07K)? 6; (2.7) 

ii) if 
At <1/2\, A=K+07(8 +a7K)*B?/(4nu?) (0<n <1 arbitrary); (2.8) 

iii) if K =0 (strongly positive case) or At < 1/2k. 

The exponents are O(tn) = 2KAt + wty in i), O(tn) = 2KAt+ wyty in ii), and O = 2wtn in 

iii), where w > —4 In(1 — 2kAt) and w, > —4 In(1 — 2\At) are arbitrary. In i) and ii), the 

constants are given by 

ccz + 2(1 + ces) (48? + 6) 4 pees, C= 867(1 + ccs) 
A= cc3 + 2(1 + cc5)eg, B= 

li li 

with c= cy, in i) and c = C2 in it). In itt), it is 

A=a((1+0)es + Ber) +209e, B= 5 ((5 + Bes + (8? + 1)er) += (48 + cae, 
_ 4(8 + 07K)" b = 4 (6? + B71") co = eek Atwtn | 4 

C = — (acs + 267e), a 
Ll 3p? pe 

Finally, it is 

  > - = ,63 = +— 
B+oPK)? — pe (1-7)? u4 ye ye lu 

2 2 492 2/92 242 2,4 92 OAK a B 4B°( 6° + Bet 2 At)*a*B 
c= |{—41] ,o= BL og = EO) ope 6 = 2 pr 4 Ado he ; 

lu lu lu lu lu 

oe (; me oe) Bey ee ane, an ’). 

  

Note that (2.7) is fulfilled whenever a(t;-,-) is independent on ¢. Otherwise, remember the 

anyhow holding relations p< 6 if « =0 and p < a’x if « 40. Note further that w, > w > 2k, 

and w = 0 if « = 0. For w, we can choose w = 2«K/(1 — 2KAt). 

Besides the time step restriction (2.5) for the solvability of (Paz), we have a second, more 

restrictive bound that comes from the application of the discrete Gronwall lemma. 

Case iii) provides, without the restriction (2.7) or (2.8), the same result as i) and ii) but, 

in general, with greater error constants. The cases i) and ii) will be proved using an elliptic 

auxiliary problem whereas for iii) a discrete duality argument will be employed. 

The result can be strengthened for the case 8 = ys with a time-independent, strongly positive 

bilinear form (8; = « = 0). To this end, we shall revisit the proof of Theorem 1 step by step 

in order to obtain optimal estimates. We emphasize that, nevertheless, the analysis is a worst 

case scenario. 

Because of the strong positiveness, there is no bound on the step size. Since 6; = 0, assump- 

tion (2.7) is trivially fulfilled. We immediately come up with 

Corollary 2 Let u and {u"}, resp., be the solution to (P) and (Paz), resp., with k = By = 0 

and 1 = 2. Then for the error e” := u(tn) — u", n=1, 2,..., N, tt holds 

= 2 2,8 /* 2 3 fi 2 ne HAE YD Iaarel IP < 2000? (Alu? += [Ir oleae+ = [ee oleae) . 
j=0 

The estimate given for the Stokes problem is a direct consequence.



3 Proof of the main result 

In the course of the proof, we have to apply a discrete version of Gronwall’s lemma. Although 

we often find sum versions in the literature, we present here a more general version (without 

sign condition for X) based upon the difference structure of the inequality given. 

Lemma 3 (Discrete Gronwall lemma) Let {a,}, {bn} C R and 1—AAt>0. Then, 

at S bn + dOnt n=0,1,..., (3.1) 

implies for n =1, 2,... 

n-1 ; 

Gn < (1—AAt)™ | ap + At SO (1 = AAC) By 41 | (3.2) 
j=0 

Proof Let a, := (1 — AAt)"ay. We then obtain from (3.1) for 1 — AAt > 0 

a —4a 1 ae nm Ar — At)” ((1 — AAt)ans1 — an) < (1 — AAT)” byt. 

Summation over n leads to 

2 2 3 I ran
 

< SO (1 = AA) by   

&.
 lI ° 

that gives estimate (3.2). # 

Proof of Theorem 1 Problems (P) and (Pa;) lead straightforward to the error equation 

1 

qe ~~ e", v) + altn443 ett, v) = (p"*", v) ’ (3.3) 

where 

1 
(o"**, v) ~ At (u(tn41) — u(tn) — Atul(tr41),0) 

for all vu € V andn=0,1,..., N—1. With integration by parts, we find for the consistency 

error 

1 1 inl ! " prt P= ta) (F) = w(t) at (3.4) 
tn 

in the sense of Bochner integrals. The integral is well-defined since t(f' — wu’) € L?(0,T;V*) as 
we will show later (see Proposition 7). 

We now multiply (3.3) by tp41 and arrive at (remembering £” := t,x”) 

1 

yet = ev) + altn gts 78, v) = (pt, v) +(e", 0). (3.5) 

Testing with v = é”+! and taking advantage of the frequently used inequality! 

Lo lio 1 2,1, 9 IL — =x x ~la—b/* > = —= be dH 3.6 

leads, with Garding’s inequality for a(t;-,-), Cauchy-Schwarz’ and Young’s inequality, to 

'This inequality, indeed, expresses the A and G-stability, resp., of the implicit Euler scheme.



SAT (jer? _ len?) + pller*t |]? < Kler*" |? +4 (arth ently +4 (e”, ert) 

~ ly, ~ an 
SmjerhP eo (PME + Ule"lls) + 5 le? 

If At < 1/2«, application of the discrete Gronwall lemma (Lemma 3) gives 

~n\2 pAt nat ~j+l 2 2At nol j-n ~j +112 j 2 Jer? +§ > et < = a — ae (112 + lle) (3.7) 1 — 2KAt m0 j=0 

In the strongly positive case (« = 0), this estimate holds without an assumption on At. 

Inequality (3.7), together with Propositions 4, 5, and 6, gives 

pdt wo 2(At)? ~n|2 sitly2 < R oP + agae 2 NS   

i) under the assumptions 2«At < 1 and (2.7) with 

tn 

Rem ebmars(enteyin [™ ePelto—) (eres u(t)? + crea IV (OIR + (1 + eres) (le P"() —u"())IR) at, 
0 

ii) under the assumption (2.8) with 

tn Rem ePraeter-2ytn [Bel (ones u(t) |? + ence IF (HIE + (1 + exes) [ECF =u (O)I2) dt, 
0 

iii) under the assumption 2kAt < 1 with 

w—2k 'n K (tn — 4 + a7)" w i 0 ere  ((cs + Ber)|lu(t)|? + eslitu'(t)IP + erllF OIE) 

+A le(f/(t) — w"(t)) IE) dt. 

With the remaining a priori estimates for the exact solution, given by Proposition 7 and 

(3.24), the proof will be completed. # 

The crucial term in (3.7) is ); |le’||? and comes from splitting tp41e" into tne” and Ate” in 
(3.5). For leading back this term to the consistency error, we firstly consider the following elliptic 

auxiliary problem: 

Problem (P) For given t € [0,T] and py € V*, find 6(t) =: L(t)w € V s. t. 

a(t; d(t),v) + «(A(t),v) = (Y,v) Yuev. 

Due to the Browder-Minty theorem, (P) has a unique solution. However, L(t) : V* > V is 
the inverse of A(t) +47, where I: V > V* is the identity, and is bijective, linear and continuous 

for each t € [0, T]. 

Proposition 4 Forn=1, 2,..., N, it holds with ci,2 given in Theorem 1 

n-1 

cr SO (1 = 2 At)" Letjar)e 2 if WAt <1 and (2.7) Be
 

    

n-1 ; 

Y= 2WAHM eM S) 8) jo cg SV(1- 2dAt)-" L(tjua) ef (2.8) 
j=0



Proof We have the equivalence of certain norms: 

lee ~ (LQ)? ~ IL) «I. 

With the boundedness of a(t;-,-), we have with (P) and for arbitrary ¢ € [0,T], ~ € V* 

|||. = sup (0) = sup alt; L(t), v) + KL), v) < (8 + a7K)||L(t) pl . (3.9a) 

vev\{o} Ill vev\{o} Ilo || 
  

With Cauchy-Schwarz’ inequality and the preceding result, we find 

(hb L(t)y) < olILOYll < (B+ e7K LOY. (3.9b) 

Because of Garding’s inequality for a(t;-,-), we have 

0S UILE)AIP < alts LU)d, L(t)y) + KILEY)? = (YW, LOY) ¥ |v |elILOVI, 

and hence 
1 1 

L(t)b|| < —= (wb, L(t)y)"/?,, L(A) | < = Illa - 3.9¢ L(t) vl < Ti (b, L(t) 4) I|L(t) pl] < 7 tell (3.9c) 

With the error equation (3.3), we conclude 

J (ent! —e")+ nen) ; ertl _ L(tn+1) (0 _ Al 

and therefore 

1 
At (L(insi)en*! _ L(tn)e") + en tl 

1 =L(tny1)p"*! + Fy (Lltnse1) — £(tn)) e” + KL(tny err =, (3.10) 

both equations hold in V*. Note that L(t) is differentiable with respect to ¢ since a(t;-,-) is 

differentiable. We have L(tn41)—L(tn) = At L'(t*) for a t* € (tn, tn41). Moreover, differentiation 

of (P) implies for all % € V*, v € V and t € [0,7] 

an(t; L(t), v) + alt; L(t), v) + K(L'(t)y, v) =0, 

and hence with v = L'(t)7, we obtain 

Icey < 7, WEE dll < Flv (3.11) 

Testing (3.10) with L(tn41)e"*! € V, using (3.6) as well as the norm equivalence (3.9), and 

(3.11) yield 

IL(tnsa)e"**? — LUtn)e"?) + aa lle Ls om ( (6 Fa *K)? 

(Cliner)o"**, Lltmar)e™™) + (LI e”, Lltnsrde”**) +s] Lltnere”?   

IA
 

IA
 1 

ri Ltn 1)pr ela lle” le + —F Mell [L(tn gre" *| + w1 Ltn eae? 

1 Y a — ; 
Tay WE(tnes)or lle + 7 lle +112 + FIle "Ik + 75 , 5 Elin tile mT? + el L(tngien |? , 

(3.12)



where 7, 6 > 0 are arbitrary. We now have a few possibilities to proceed with the analysis, de- 

pending on the estimate for |L(ty41)e"*!|. However, estimating |L(tn+1)e"*"| < (a/p)|le"*" ||. 
in the last term of the r. h. s. is not possible since 3? — a?«(6 +a’)? < 0 if £0. Estimating 

the last but one term in this way and applying the discrete Gronwall lemma (that again requires 

the restriction 1 — 2KAt > 0 if « 4 0) leads to (remembering e° = 0) 

n-1 _ 

|L(tn)e" |? + 2oAt YUL — WAL lle IF < my 1— WA)” |L(tp41)07 IIE, 
j=0 j=0 

where 

_t 1 ue a” By 
A- B 6 A = := —., 

7 pb ml 7 B+ i) (6 + a?K)?? 2 

We then have to ensure o > 0. For this, it is necessary to assume A > B. In addition, 1/(4yy0) 

should be small which leads us to choose y = (A — B)/2, 6 = 1/2. By this optimal choice, it 

iso = y/u = (A— B)/2u. So A > B, i. e. (2.7), implies the positiveness of o. The assertion 

immediately follows. 

Leaving the last but one term of the r. h. s. of (3.12) unchanged and combining it with 

the last term to \|L(tn41)e"t!|? with \ := B,/(46) + & (the bar serves to distinguish from 

the constants y, 6, 0 used just before) is another way to analyse (3.12). In order to ensure 

= (A —7-— Bd)/pu > 0 (with the same abbreviations for A, B) and a small error constant, 

it is nearby to choose ¥ = (A — Bd)/2, 6 = nA/B with some 0 <n < 1. The assertion follows 

after applying the discrete Gronwall lemma which requires 1 — 2\At > 0, i. e. (2.8). #: 

The advantage of the second strategy, which goes back to HUANG/THOMEE [4], is that there is 

no need for additional assumptions on the problem’s parameters as with (2.7). But we have the 

more intrusive bound (2.8), and the error constant will be greater (due to \ > «). The choice 
of 7, 6 might be non-optimal. 

Instead of the elliptic auxiliary problem (P), we can employ a parabolic duality argument 

giving an alternative analysis for estimating >), \le7||2.. The duality trick might be fruitful in 

the context of nonlinear problems. Moreover, the additional assumptions (2.7), (2.8) can be 
avoided. 

For fixed n = 1, 2, .... N, let us consider the following auxiliary problem. 

Problem (P,;) For 6” =0 and fg) Ve LCV, given by 

a(t;;w,g!) + &(w, 9?) = (e?,w) VweV, 

find {) $7 LCV s.t. forj=n—1,n-2,...,1 

= (w, $4 = G8) + alt;sw, 6%) = (wg!) YweV. 

We remark that (A(t;)* +#1)g? =e! with A(t;)* being the dual operator to A(t;). Thus g/ 

is well-defined. The problem again is uniquely solvable if (2.5) holds. Since g/ € V, ¢! will be 

better than V. 

Proposition 5 Jf « =0 or At < 1/2k then, with constants given in Theorem 1, 

tn 

x IIE < FoeB + abayterts [628 ((c5 + Per) lult)P + eslta! (OI? + ert ()2) a



Proof From the definition of g’, we have analogously to (3.9) 

2 (8 +07K)? (8 +07K)? jy2 
< a "a _lle II5- lle"IIk < (8 + a7)*|I9"| (e,9’) < 

With (Pa;) and the error equation (3.3) (remembering e° = ¢” = 0), we then have 

(B+ a%K)* aK)? . _ © + a’K)? 
y lleIE < Ye —— x p', ¢’). 

With (3.4) and differentiation of (P) with respect to t, it follows 

" j TO V.) = a5 [et (altrult). $8) +altsn'(O. 9") a 
-1 

Problem (P) immediately gives 

If@) we = sup “EMO < gpa(al|, w'@lle <6 u(t) + lf@lle- (8-23) 
vev\{o} lull 

Because of a(t; u’(t), 6’) = a(t;; u’(t), 6”) — (t; — t) ar(t*; u'(t), d) for a t* € (¢,t;) and 

a(ty; u(t), 6) = (u'(t), A(ti)*9") < llu’ [lal ACE)" IL, 

we then find 

a,(t;u(t), 6”) +a(t;u'(t), $) < 

Br (lleu(t)|| + (¢j — t) ilu’) NO + (Blu) + FOL) AG)" 

By using Cauchy-Schwarz’ and Holder’s inequality, we come up with 

n-1 _ 1/2 tn— 1/2 
igi Pe mont 2 moh =2Kt 4,14) |2 Lew ol) <a ((f emttuotar) + (f° eetewna) — ) 

1/2 /2 
— Fy iy 1 fmt ot 2 x (aE = 2nde)HeIP} + (« (/ eh (t) at) + 

tn—1 1/2 n—1 1/2 

+(e" r@|Rar) [o y(1- eat ae#F (3.14) 
j=l 

With w = ¢ in (Pay), we obtain 

. . . . 1 . 
J)? _ | gi+l2 Ie 2 Hy iy? Fe x (Il? Ip ?) + lle Isley +5 lig"ll + 5, Ig ll 

Since ||97 lle < a?|lg7\| < (a7/p) lle’ ||, the discrete Gronwall lemma, applied in a backward 
manner, gives for 1 — 2kAt > 0 with 6” =0 

n-1 

pw So (1—2xAt) ||P! |? < “ x (1 — 2nAt)~ |Ie4||?. (3.15) 
j=l 

The remaining estimate for || A(t;)*¢"|| is somewhat more subtle: We shall set w = A(t;)A(t,)*¢ 

in (Paz). With A(tj;41) — A(t;) = AtA’(t*) for a t* € (t;,t;41) and (3.6), it follows 

(A(t;)*$7, A(t;)*(@? _ p'*")) = (A(t;)*¢7, A(t;)*¢? _ A(tj41)*¢)*) + At(A'(t*) A(t;)*¢?, 6'*1) 

> su (IAG) oP = AG oP) — Apu)" 41" 
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Hence, we have (with ||g7|| < |le?||«/) 

say (Itty) oP [Alta MP) +p |1AC) OP 

< w|A(tj)* ob! ? + Ate ||A(t;)* 6" oI] + — = Att) $"|| le” lle 

A 2 2 

< nla) oP? + 4 jay oe + G2 F i j+1 42 j || 2 
ler" + Fie, 

n For 1 — 2kAt > 0, application of the (backward) discrete Gronwall lemma gives (¢" = 0) 

n—-1 

pw S21 = 26 At) A(t)? 
j=l 

At)? 2 n- 1 
— n—-1 _ . 

pM BRANTIO MIP 4 Te Y= Bee. (8.18) 
j=l 

The assertion follows from (3.14) together with (3.15) and (3.16) after some calculations. # 

Proposition 6 Let t(f' — wu’) € L7(0,T;V*). If 2kAt < 1 and 2XAt < 1, resp., then for 

n=1,2,..., N with constants given in Theorem 1, it holds 

n-1 ; ; tn 

Do = ALIN | NE < At PPA 2n)in [ elm (f(t) — ul"(t))||2 dt (3-17) 
j=0 

n-1 ; ; 

Sod = WALI [Ltprael TE < Atri enn x 
j=0 
tn 

[ete (calu(t) |? + eal FOIE + es le(F"( ~ uO) IE) ae (3.18) 
n-1 ; ; 

DoE = 2AM” [Ltpa)or NE < At ePBAT er 2H)!m x 
j=0 
tn 

xf  etMn=9 (calu(t) | + calf OIE + esle(F" (0) — ul YI) ae. (3.19) 

Since these estimates are based upon (2.1) and (3.11), e. g. ||L’(t)u(t)||, < a? ||L’(t)u(t)|| < 

(a7 By /p?) |lu(t) |e < (a4 6;/u7) |lu(t)||, they are not optimal, and ||£(t)-||., ||C’(t)-||« are, indeed, 

norms weaker than || - ||. Ife. g. A(t) = —A in a sufficiently smooth domain, we would have 

ll - lx ~ || + I]z-1 but ||2(¢) - ||. ~ || - || 7-3 with the usual Sobolev spaces. 

Proof With Hoélder’s inequality, we obtain from (3.4) 

tj41 
1 — 2 At j-n pitt? 2 < it e2k(tn—t) t(f'(t) —u"(t)) 2 dt, 

jel t 
J 

where » 

n (L= 2K At)" (54 ont, —t) (tigilt = ty) 
iH = Tape e a) dt 

(At) t t 

Some elementary calculations lead to K?,, < At exp((w — 2«)tn + 2KAt) for 7 = 0, —1, 

and hence (3.17) follows. 
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Because of the commutativity of C(t;+1) for a fixed t;41 with the integral, it holds 

44 2 

jen ies (Pe -gplewareo—w"opteat) 
Again, there is a ¢* € (¢,t;41) s. t. £(tj41) = L(t) + (t)41 — t)L'(t*). Moreover, Problem (P) 
can be rewritten as 

L(t)u'(t) — KL(t)u(t) + ult) = L(t) f(t) , 

and differentiation gives 

L(t)(f/(t) — u(t) = -L'() (f(t) — w'(d)) — KL (t)u(t) — wL(d)u'(t) + ul(t). 

With (2.1) and (3.11), we obtain for t € [t;, tj+1] 

L(t F(t) — ul") Mle SLO (F@) — ul(t)) Ile + 6 (Lue) ls 

+4 L(t)ul(t) le + lu") Ile + (tpn — 2) LE) A) = u(t) 

a" By _ al! al KB au! a Prltiaa = t) 
S 2 I f(t) — w(t) |e + 2 [us os (S h S41) Ilul(é) Ile + 1 fe) — ul" (t)s -   

Observing (3.13), we then come to 

(tp) (F(t) — u(t) IIe S Ves lle (t)|| + Vea IF Ole + Ves (tp41 — #) IF) — "(EDs - 

With Cauchy-Schwarz’ and Holder’s inequality, and observing 

[ on 2kin—t) (Gent y’ dt < (ADP -2ntin 1) +260 : 
¢2 a 3 

  

j 

the assertion follows with some elementary calculations. #: 

Proposition 7 (Smoothing a priori estimates) Let u € W(0,T;V) be the solution to (P) 
with (2.8). The coming estimates then hold true for t € [0,T]: 

t 

lal? a foe woe seg MO (3.20) 
0 

Bf ses Pe) Wyheas s sepals 
1 42 ‘ #&(t—s) 2 - #(t—s) 2 + (48% +0) [eM (3) Bus + is") Rds. (3.21) 

Such smoothing a priori estimates are known for the homogeneous case, cf. HUANG /THOMEE 

[4], Fustra/Suzuk1 [1], and Luskin/RANNACHER [5]. 
Although the assumptions (2.2b) and tf € L?(0,T;V) (or Vtf € L?(0,T7;H)) do not enter 

the estimate, they ensure that the appearing integrals are well-defined. 

Proof Setting v = u(t) in (P) and using Garding’s inequality yields 

1 1 Lb 
sae? +e llu(eyi? — lu)? < IF OIls llu()I < ayllf Olle + Flu’. 

Multiplying by e~?*' and observing 4 (e~?*"|u(t)|?) = e7?*! (Flue)? — 2x|u(t)|?) gives, after 

integration, (3.20). Note that u € C([0, 7]; H) and therefore |u(t)| > |uo| as t > 0. 
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From differentiating (P) with respect to t, we see that 

(u(t), v) + az(t; u(t), v) + a(t; ul (t),v) = (f'(t), v) Vu €V,a.e. in (0,7) (3.22) 

holds (in the distributional sense). It follows 

F(t) — w(t) lle S Be lle(t)|] + B lu’ (6). (3.23) 

Inserting v = tu’(t) into (P) and v = t?u!(t) into (3.22), using Cauchy-Schwarz’ and Young’s 

inequality as well as the assumptions on the bilinear form lead to 

ld —2kKt ! 2 —2kKt ! 2 sq (ete?) + wer lee!) | 
<0?" ((ul(t), tu'(t)) + (u'(t), Pul(t)) + a(t;u' (i), Pul()) 

ce (= (IONE + IPO + +472) uO?) +E llw@le) (624 

Integration gives, together with (3.23), the estimate wanted. 

For completing the proof, we need to verify that integration and limit process t > 0 are 

allowed. For this, we have to show that tu’ € L?(0,T;H). Then for every positive integer n, 

there is a 8, € (0,1/n) s. t. |snu!(sn)|? < 1/n. Hence, |snu!(sp)|? > 0 as n > oo, and we may 
integrate (3.24) over [Sn, ]. 

With v = tu’(t) in (P), we find 

2t|u'(t)|? + 5 (ta(t;u(t),u(t))) = 2t(f(t),u'(t)) + a(t u(t), w(t) + tar(t; u(t), u(t)) 

— (a(t; u(t), tul(t)) — a(t; tul(t), u(¢))) 

In view of tf € L7(0,T;V), we have 2t(f (t),u'(t)) < lt f(O||? + |Ju’(#)||?.. With (2.2b), we can 
split the appearing skew-symmetric part of a and absorb the resulting term t|u’(t)|? in the left 

hand side. 

Since u € L?(0,7;V), there is again a null sequence {sp} s. t. Sp|lu(sp)|/2 4 0 as n > oo. 

Together with Garding’s inequality and the boundedness of a, integration over [s,,,t] gives 
|? 

t 2 2 
/ s|u'(s)|?ds < Kt\u(t)|? + Bsn|lu(sn)||? + const (It fllz2e0r1) + llullzzor.vy + llv'llz2(0.7-v- 

Sn 
) 

Since u € C([0, 7]; H), t|u(t)|? remains bounded. It follows that V/tu’ € L?(0,T; H). # 

< If Vif € L?(0,T;H) instead of tf € L?(0,T;V) is assumed, we can estimate 2¢(f (t), u’(t)) 

At| f (t)|? + t]u’(#)|?/2, and the rest of the proof remains unchanged giving the same result. 
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